
1. medicine (n.) something you take to treat an illness

2. all the time often; not stopping
"I love chocolate, I eat it ____."

3. in order to so; the reason why some action happened
"_________ pass the test, I studied all night."

4. nearby (adv.) not far away

5. natural (adj.) not using chemicals

6. take away (v.) to remove something or someone
"_________ the knife from the young boy! It's
dangerous!"

7. pour (v.) to move a liquid from one container to
another or over something

8. safely (adv.) secure from harm, risk, or danger

9. sometimes (adv.) at times; now and then

10. cause (v.) to make something happen

11. catch cold (v.) to become sick with a common illness

12. variety (n.) a wide range, many

13. cough (n.) to force air out of your lungs through your
throat with a short loud sound

14. runny nose (adj.) an illness where liquid comes from the
nose

15. headache (n.) a pain in the head

16. syrup (n.) a thick liquid that contains medicine or
flavoring

17. especially (adv.) with special emphasis

18. contain (v.) to hold; to have within
"Their suitcases ________ clothes and
snacks."

19. extra (adj.) more than what is necessary

20. get rid of (v.) to eliminate; to stop; to throw away
"Let's ________ that old, broken TV."

21. pharmacist (n.) a person licensed to prepare and hand out
drugs and medicines

22. doctor's
note

(n.) a piece of paper from a doctor that tells the
pharmacist which medicine to give

23. pill (n.) medicine in a small, hard shape that is easy
to swallow

24. liquid (adj.) Eg. water

25. explain (v.) to make understandable
"Could you _______ what you mean?"

26. take (v.) to receive into the body or system, as by
swallowing or inhaling

27. serious (adj.) not funny

28. side effect (n.) an unpleasant effect of a drug 
"Stomach pain is one ________ of this
medicine."

29. stomach (n.) the place in your body where food goes after
entering your mouth
"I ate too much, now my ____ hurts."

30. expect (v.) to think that something is likely to happen

31. emergency
room

(n.) the section of a hospital you go to if you are
suddenly very ill or injured

32. drop off (v.) to deliver or put in a specific place
"Please ________ your homework at our class
mailbox."

33. rush (v.) to do something very quickly
"I am late for train, so I need to ____."

34. take care
of

(v.) to look after
My grandmother is sick, so I will ____ her."

35. happen (v.) to take place or occur by chance

36. all day not stopping throughout the day

37. all night not stopping throughout the night

38. stay up (v.) to keep awake; not sleep

39. scary (adj.) frightening
I don't like horror movies. They are too ____."

40. accident (n.) something that happens without being
planned and that is not expected

41. bird flu (n.) a serious disease that affect birds but can be
transferred to people

42. mainly (adv.) usually, for the most part

43. affect (v.) to cause a change in or have an effect on
something
"That song is beautiful. It will ______ many
people."

44. illness (n.) being sick

45. normal (adj.) common; expected

46. afraid (adj.) frightened; scared

47. spread (v.) to gradually affect a larger area or a larger
number of people or things

48. prevent (v.) to stop something from happening

49. within inside

50. shot (n.) an injection of something, usually medicine
"I get a flu ____ every year to stop me from
catching flu."
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